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With the emergence of a SARS (Sudden Acute Respiratory Syndrome) epidemic several
years ago in southern China and Hong Kong, Chinese herbal medicine obtained some degree of
international notice. Traditional Chinese hospitals reported a much smaller incidence of staff
health workers coming down with the SARS flu. This was due to health workers taking herbal
formulas to boost their immune system and combat the virus. Equally, patients treated with
Chinese herbal formulas were achieving a much higher success rate compared to the western
medical approach of using the antiviral ribavirin combined with steroids. 1 In treating the sick, the
Chinese approach followed principles of disease differentiation for each patient, rather than
concocting standard herbal treatments, in each case addressing various presentations of lung
fire, lung phlegm, yangming fever, etc. What was significant for the treatments of the SARS flu,
however, was the inclusion of larger doses of specific herbs having clear anti-viral properties,
including Ban Lan Gen (Radix Isatis), Ku Shen (Radix Sophora flavescens), Guan Zhong
(Rhizome Dryopteris), Ban Zhi Lian (Herba Scutellaria barbata), She Gan (Rhizoma Belamcanda
) and others.
In China, for common viral infections outside the SARS issue, we are seeing more emphasis
on the inclusion of herbs with strong anti-viral properties. The classical approach, even including
the Wen Bing (Warm Disease) Theory of the early 18th century, paid strict attention to disease
mechanisms and differentiation of patterns, and used in smaller quantities traditional herbs to
“clear heat and resolve toxin”. Now, we are seeing formulas emerge with a stronger emphasis on
larger proportions of anti-viral herbs. An obvious way to illustrate this is by comparing the
traditional formula Yin Qiao San with the modern patent medicine Gan Mao Ling.
Many American practitioners with more than 15 years experience relied on Yin Chiao Pills
(Yin Qiao Jie Du Pian) for the first signs of cold, and many still use it as their first line of defense.
The original formula was formulated in 1798 by Wu Tang (Wu Jutong, 1758-1836), and published
in Systematic Differentiation of Warm Pathogen Diseases (Wen Bing Tiao Bian). This was a
pivotal volume for the emerging Wen Bing school (Warm Diseases).
Yin Qiao San addresses heat toxins directly with the herbs Jin Yin Hua (Flos Lonicera) and
Lian Qiao (Fructus Forsythia), hence the name Yin Qiao. These two herbs make up 36% of the
formula. Until modern times, the combination of Jin Yin Hua and Lian Qiao offered the main
approach to treating viruses causing upper respiratory infections. Other herbs in the formula
reinforced the therapeutic effects: niu bang zi () to address sore throat, Dan Zhu Ye (Folium
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Lophatherum ) to reduce fever and internal heat, and three herbs to dispel wind – Bo He (Herba
Mentha), Dan Dou Chi (Semen Glycine Sojae Praeparatum), and Jing Jie (Herba et Flos
Schizonepeta).
Yin Qiao San is effective for early stage colds, and because of its ability to push heat toxins
out to the surface, it is the preferred foundation formula for treating pediatric measles and chicken
pox. 2
However, a modern patent medicine has been available for the last 25 years that outshines
the ability of Yin Qiao San in speed and effectiveness for treating common cold. I am referring to
Gan Mao Ling. Originally available from United Pharmaceutical Manufactory in Guangzhou, the
formula proved so effective that the identical prescription is also offered by Plum Flower, Golden
Flower and Kan Herbals. (A combination of Gan Mao Ling and Yin Qiao is available from Health
Concerns as Cold Away. Herbal Times, from Nuherbs, offers a Gan Mao Ling with a different
formula.)
Why is Gan Mao Ling more effective? In my view, it is because of four herbs that are
specifically anti-viral in effect and that comprise 74% of the formula. Supportive herbs are
reduced to a secondary function. The strong anti-viral herbs are Gang Mei Gen (Radix Ilex), San
Cha Ku (Radix Evodia), Ban Lan Gen (Radix Isatis), and Jin Yin Hua (Flos Lonicera). Instead of
the 36% anti-viral herbs of Yin Qiao, the 74% significantly increases its effectiveness in
combatting viral cold.
Of these four anti-viral herbs, Lonicera Jin Yin Hua is well known for respiratory infections,
and is the main ingredient in Yin Qiao San. Its medicinal effects have been known since the 7th
century.3 Isatis Ban Lan Gen has often been considered China’s preeminent anti-viral herb, and
its use can be dated back to Li Shi-Zhen’s Grand Material Medica (ben cao gang mu), 1590.
What is unique to this formula is the inclusion of Ilex Gang Mei Gen and EvodiaSan Cha Ku.
These two herbs cannot be found in either of the two new authoritative English language
textbooks, the revised Chinese Herbal Medicine Materia Medica by Bensky, Clavey and Stöger,
or John and Tina Chen’s Chinese Medical Herbology and Pharmacology. Yet their prominence in
this formula indicates the willingness of Chinese herbal manufacturers to utilize recently
discovered herbs with strong anti-viral effects.
Similarly, we have seen other products adapt herbs that either are not contained in the
common materia medica, or have not been used in traditional formulas. Zhong Gan Ling, another
modern formula for flu and cold, uses Mao Dong Qing () for 27% of the formula and Ma Bian Cao
() for another 18%. Ilex Mao Dong Qing does not appear in the classical literature at all, but has
generated significant clinical research for its ability to clear heat and resolve toxins.4 Verbana Ma
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Jing in 659 CE. Source is Bensky et al, p.
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Bian Cao was mentioned in early herbal texts 5, but one is hard-pressed to find it used in any
classical prescription.
Inclusion of other little known but powerful anti-microbial herbs can be found in numerous
patent medicines from China available in the Chinatown herb store, and are also found in certain
products by American companies such as Seven Forests, Health Concerns, Herbal Times, Bio
Essence and Evergreen. Some of these herbs have been described in the classical literature, but
do not seem to survive in any classical formulas 6. These powerful herbs include She Gan
(Rhizaoma Belamcanda), Bai Jiang Cao (Herba Patrinia), Zi Hua Di Ding (Herba Viola), Bai Hua
She She Cao (Herba Oldenlandia), Chuan Xin Lian (Herba Andrographis), Shan Zhi Ma (Radix
Helicteres), Hu Zhang (Radix Polygonum Cuspidatum), Shan Dou Gen (Radix Sophora
Subprostrata), Yu Xing Cao (Herba Houttuynia) And Qi Ye Yi Zhi Hua (Radix Paris).
It is unfortunate that the general public in the United States, following the example of the
conventional medical establishment, is unaware of the extraordinary treasure-house of Chinese
herbs and herbal products that effectively address common viruses. Products exist for the
treatment of cold, influenza, measles, chicken pox, herpes simplex, herpes zoster (shingles), and
the viruses that are responsible for most ear infections, sore throats and cough. Western
medicine continues to rely on antibiotics, even though these medicines do not treat viruses and
can significantly weaken the immune system.7 Bensky, Clavey and Stöger’s revised Materia
Medica lists 48 herbs in their category of Clear Heat and Resolve Toxicity.8 In John and Tina
Chen’s book, an extraordinary 55 herbs are discussed in detail for this same category.9 These
herbs aggressively, quickly and effectively destroy viruses. Practitioners using these herbs know
of their remarkable effectiveness. It’s time for Americans to discover and demand these
affordable herbal products. Not just for common cold, flu and viruses that affect so many people,
but also for the possibility of a SARS epidemic hitting our shores. That virus is spread by
migrating geese, and no one is protected should a mutant virus plague us, as it did in the Great
Influenza Epidemic of 1918. Western medicine, as demonstrated in the SARS epidemic of 2003
in Hong Kong and China, proved to be remarkably ineffective. The Chinese herbal approach, on
the other hand, offered real hope and success for the millions of Chinese people who used them.
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